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ABSTRACTS Long-run effects of carbon pricing on adoption of multiple renewable energy sources

Abstract

The long run adoption of solar and biofuel, following imposition of fossil fuel
taxation or consumption cap, is analyzed. Using a general equilibrium model,
the interaction between backstop technologies is highlighted. It is shown that a
rise in stringency of carbon pricing policy, i.e. higher tax or lower consumption
cap, can end the use of biofuel while it increases adoption of solar. The reason is
that adoption of solar or rise of its share in energy basket, due to tighter policy,
increases the long-run price of biofuel. Moreover, the sustained welfare, defined
as the instantaneous utility in the long run, may increase if a relatively tighter
policy is adopted.

Natural Capital Is Back, with Reyer Gerlagh

Abstract

Life-expectancy increased robustly over the last decades. We connect this world-
wide trend to changes in the return on industrial capital, the value of natu-
ral capital, and the evaluation of environmental policies. We develop a stylized
overlapping-generations model with pollution and consider the comparative stat-
ics of optimal environmental policy with respect to life-expectancy. We find that,
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under weak conditions, an increase in life-expectancy leads to accumulation of
more capital, lower returns on investments, an increased value of natural capital,
and more stringent environmental policies become efficient. An efficient, aged
society tends to be more cautious with its natural resources vis-a-vis a young
society.

One law for the rich and another for the poor: Variation in rebound effect across
households income groups

Abstract

The paper explains why poorer households have relatively higher rebound effects
while they are less likely to adopt energy efficiency improvements. It is shown
that the two observations can be explained in a simple energy demand model in
which energy users have an income-independent endowment of energy services.
Low income households use the endowments and do not need to adopt. Higher
income households will adopt to satisfy the energy demand in excess of the en-
dowment. This residual demand responds to energy efficiency improvements and
the response is smaller when income is larger. It is also shown that other bar-
riers of adoption of energy efficiency improvements by poorer households, such
as credit constraints, cannot lead to higher rebound effects at low income levels.
Furthermore, the theoretical model is calibrated to previously-estimated rebound
effects of different income groups following adoption of fuel efficient cars.

Urban vs. rural labor supply and home production in 1750-1830, with Sjak Smulders

Abstract

The rise in the number of working days in 18th and 19th century England, known
as the “industrious revolution”, did not spread across all its regions. Although
urban workers expanded their working days during the 18th and 19th century,
rural laborers did so only when real wages dropped. We develop a model that
shows how fluctuations in availability of home production technology, due to en-
closure of the Commons in the 18th century and allotment establishment in the
19th century, gives rise to a distinct behavior in city and countryside. Our expla-
nation opposes two rivaling hypotheses on working hours in England. One is the
‘optimistic’ hypothesis of “consumer behavior revolution”, arguing a nationwide
rise of working hours. The other is the ‘pessimistic’ hypothesis that hardworking
was a result of economic hardship. Furthermore, using a dataset on allotment
establishments in the 19th century, we explore the incentive for establishment of
allotments. The available evidence suggests that the distribution of allotments
could not have been driven by the interest of landlords to dissuade cheap la-
bor from migration to urban sectors, therefore, ’selfish landlord’ hypothesis for
allotment establishment in 19th century is rejected.
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